Best Practices in Dam and Levee Safety Risk Analysis

I-2. Geologic and Geotechnical Information Needed for Risk Analysis
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• Collaboration of Geologists and Geotechnical Engineers
• What is needed from the geologists
• Road map to the Best Practice Chapter
• Some lessons learned on recent projects
• Tying geologic evaluations to potential failure modes, event trees and risk estimates
• Types of data evaluated and why
• The iterative process
Geologist’s Dam Safety Function

• Study, explore, understand, portray and communicate the engineering properties of the dam foundation in the context of the geologic setting and key questions for risk analysis
• Working with geotechnical engineers, help develop products to help transfer knowledge to risk assessment teams, reviewers and decision-makers
• Stay involved and help risk teams interpret conditions and make difficult estimates
Most of our dam problems and risks are related to geology

- **We need geologic help:**
  - **Reviewing**, understanding and summarizing existing data (SYNTHESIZING)
  - **Separating** out the **RELEVANT** data
  - **THINKING** about potential failure modes and using subsurface data to help estimate performance and risk
  - **Applying Knowledge** of Geomorphology, sedimentation and stratigraphy to characterize depositional environments and infer continuity
  - **Creating** detailed plan and section drawings to display and summarize material properties and instrumentation data
Chapter 10. Evaluating, Understanding and Portraying Subsurface Data and Geologic Environments for Dam and Levee Safety

• Philosophy and Iterative Approach
• Data Evaluation and Summary Process
• Foundation Data Requirements for failure modes associated with embankment dam foundation Seepage
• Drawings necessary to summarize and communicate foundation and embankment material properties and behavior
  – Developing detailed cross sections to depict geology, material properties and instrumentation response
  – Developing detailed plan maps
Chapter 10. Evaluating, Understanding and Portraying Subsurface Data and Geologic Environments for Dam and Levee Safety

• Analysis and use of construction photographs
• Geomorphology for dam and levee foundation evaluations
• Evaluation of seepage and piping in karst terrain
• Mineral Extraction Failure Modes
• Important Reading for All Engineering Geologists
• Geologic Resources for Dam and Levee Geology Drawings
• National Geology and Mapping Resources
We Have an Abundance of Data but a Lack of Knowledge

- Geologists need to focus on answering critical questions
- The key questions should be developed through collaboration with geotechnical engineers
- Report writing and drawing development needs to be focused on the potential failure modes
- Geologists need to stay involved throughout the process to help assure the information is used appropriately
Attributes of the successful geologist in dam and levee safety

• Must understand many different potential failure modes
• Must understand the properties that govern the risk estimates for various nodes in the event tree
• Must understand the basics of geology AND engineering, especially soil and rock mechanics
• Must continually learn and become an astute observer
• Must be genuinely excited to solve problems and puzzles
• Must have good imagination and the mind of a detective
• Must have skills to SORT data and create geologic drawings to portray foundation properties
• **MUST KNOW WHAT IS IMPORTANT and NECESSARY** to evaluate foundations and solve engineering problems
• Must have excellent communication skills
Essential collaboration between engineering geologists and geotechnical engineers

• The most important questions about the foundation performance must be defined before work begins
• The knowledge of depositional environments that help estimate material continuity must be communicated
• The drawing requirements need to be agreed on, what properties are critical, etc. (Scope of Work!)
• Knowledge and methods of soil or rock engineering analysis should be shared as a learning opportunity
• Geologists need to stay involved throughout the analysis to understand how the data are used
• Uncertainty in subsurface drawings requires continual dialog
• There is no clear line between geotechnical engineering and engineering geology, roles must be agreed upon
Lessons Learned on Many Projects

• Data must be sorted, understood, summarized to support risk estimates.
• The PROCESS of assembling the information and developing detailed drawings leads to a much better understanding of foundation conditions.
• Failure to review and assimilate soil, rock and instrumentation data into a set of meaningful drawings wastes hours and sometimes days during analysis, meetings, and reviews and often leads to erroneous conclusions.
• Can’t do evaluation without a detailed plan map and sections
• Can’t understand projected performance without detailed instrumentation evaluation
Lessons Learned on Many Projects

• For detailed Issue Evaluation Risk Analysis, must take the time (sometimes months) to read data and pull together complete information to support conclusions and estimates.

• The sharing of ideas, observations, interpretations and disagreements amongst a highly functioning team is critical to increasing understanding and arguing the case.

• Cannot fabricate geologic models without substantiating interpretation.

• Can’t understand the truth without reading and understanding the project history, including past analyses.

• The most important questions must be asked first before diving into the enormous available data in order to guide the sorting process.
“Cartoon” type of geologic section has limited value for the evaluation of seepage and piping failure modes.
This type of drawing is only useful for general understanding IF detailed sections exist to depict foundation material properties
Same Project as previous slide
PHOTO 2. 1977 TOE DRAIN CONSTRUCTION AT STATION 2+75, 30' UPSLOPE FROM COLLECTION BOX SHOWN IN PHOTO 1 (OR OUT OF PHOTO 1). NOTICE LARGE BOULDER IN SIDE TRENCH MATERIAL AND "SUBDRAIN FILTER MATERIAL" (NO. 4 TO 1" AGG.) IN FRONT OF PHOTO.
Material properties and descriptions of the embankment and/or foundation soils, including:

- Gradations (graphs of all available lab results in dam and foundation)
- USCS classifications with plus 3 inch fraction include
- Plasticity
- Density
- Permeability and water loss zones from borehole drilling records
- Artesian pressures and confining layers
- Penetration data (SPT, CPT, Vane Shear, Becker Penetration Tests – drilling methods can influence results significantly)
- Cementation
- Dispersion potential
• Developing detailed cross sections to depict geology, material properties and instrumentation response
• Developing detailed plan
• Analysis and use of construction photographs
• Foundation Data Requirements for failure modes associated with embankment dam foundation Seepage
• Geologic descriptions of foundation soil properties and geomorphology
• Descriptions and properties of bedrock associated with seepage and piping
• Design and Construction Records related to seepage interception and control (original construction and subsequent modifications)
• Instrumentation data needed for risk analysis
• Consultant observations made throughout the history of the project
Where Geologists Need Help

• We struggle to depict materials using properties used in an engineering analysis
• This causes the geologic evaluation to be focused on geologic processes rather than differences in material properties
• The combined knowledge of both depositional processes and engineering properties can be critical to the evaluation.
What needs improvement?

• We often struggle to create succinct and focused reports or drawings that tell the story of the potential failure modes and how existing information was used to estimate the risk.

• Our reporting is not taking advantage of geologic drawings, tables and figures that can help synthesize information.

• For some of our Risk Analysis meetings we are not appropriately prepared to discuss foundation material properties and geologic conditions as they relate to potential failure modes.
Suggestions to improve the value of geologic input

- Start evaluating data (especially construction drawings and photographs) many months prior to risk analysis meetings,
- Work with and learn from geotechnical engineers to help understand potential failure modes and associated data requirements
- Define most critical questions tied to potential failure modes
- Update drawings to reflect best estimate of foundation conditions
- Assure all piezometer influence zones are plotted on the sections
Suggestions to Improve the Value of Geologic Input

• Assure detailed plots of piezometer response (and other data) are available. Review and understand these.
• Plot up the chronology of significant events in the history of the dam, including flood fighting, remedial actions, added drainage features, etc
• Assure plan map is available showing all exploration, instrumentation, useful geologic contacts and design details (toe drains, berms, blankets)
• Find all available lab gradations for foundation soils of concern
• Plot up highest recorded piezometer readings along with reservoir pool
Writing is Thinking on Paper
Examples of Important Questions

• Based on the depositional environment, what is the likelihood that erodible sands or silts are continuous from upstream to downstream?
• Based on the existing instrumentation performance, what are the estimated gradients along potential seepage paths?
• Are there construction photographs that can inform the estimates of foundation conditions or treatment?
• What did the designers and consultants write about the foundation conditions we are concerned with today?
• Are the drill hole samples representative of the range of conditions possible?
Some Good Example Drawings
Consolidation grouting 1950’s

“rusty Sandstone”

Geology, geotechnical engineering and instrumentation need to be integrated to focus on the same questions tied to failure modes
Useful drawings are not always pretty
Structural Contours for Bedding and Faults
Physical Model
Showing Foundation Blocks
Understanding these abundant paleo slides would have been very important during design.
Decide What Type of Detective You Choose to Be!
Maximize Your Brain Power! (writing is thinking on paper)